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Abstract

Instant messengers (IMs) have become a very popular and
convenient tool for communication. Having started with
simple presence protocols, IMs now support exchange of
text, sound, video, even game playing. Tons of informa-
tion are being daily exchanged through IMs. Still, it seems
that IMs favor functionality over security. Most popular
IMs (MSN, Yahoo! messenger, ICQ etc...) send data as
plaintext which, as such, can be recovered using a simple
sniffing tool. In this study, we investigate security issues
in the authentication and message transmission of popular
IM protocols. Our investigation is twofold. The first part
is evaluating the protocols and the second evaluating the
specific implementations of them by popular clients. We
also describe sniffing, Man in the Middle and fake server
attacks and evaluate the resistance of the protocols against
them. We discuss ways to exploit the current vulnerabil-
ities, and give reasons for their birth. Finally we discuss
how the current vulnerabilities can be fixed and how future
ones can be avoided.

Key Words: Instant Messenger (IM), ARP Poisoning,
Sniffing, ettercap, Man in the Middle Attack.

1 Introduction

Instant messaging has started replacing (even partially)
other ways of communication such as telephone or SMS
messages. According to statistical reports, in 2005 al-
ready, there were more than 300 million IM regular users
across the globe while close to 12 billion instant messages
were being sent every day worldwide [7]. Taking into ac-
count that IMs have extended their services from simple
presence protocols to a full set of functionalities including
exchange of text, sound, video or even game playing, it is
obvious that the information daily exchanged through IMs
is enormous. Still, a security evaluation of IMs suggests
that today’s protocols and clients emphasize functionality
over security.

In this survey, we investigate the security threats con-
cerning IM usage when a malicious user intercepts the
communication. Namely we will evaluate authorization
and exchange messages schemes. Durring the authoriza-
tion state, the credentials of the legitimate user should
not be revealed. This goal is extremely significant since

most of the times these credentials correspond to a suite
of web-applications (MSN, Google, Yahoo!) and many
users use universal or similar passwords between their ac-
counts. During the exchange message phase we want the
traffic to be encrypted. We will discuss both wide scale,
through filtering gateway traffic for example, and small
scale attacks, when the attacker is in the same subnet as
the victim. This kind of attacks should by no means be
underestimated. Indeed, 70-80 percent of all attacks origi-
nate on the internal network [2]. The incentive of monitor-
ing the traffic of IMs seems very strong. The traffic is just
text and as a result analyzing and filtering is extremely
easy. This can lead in wide surveillance systems that use
comparatively minimum resources.

In this survey, we test and evaluate several popular IMs
protocols as well as some of the widely used clients that
implement them. We test each protocol and client with
respect to the following goals:
(a) Identify the packets of IM traffic and retrieve the ac-

tual data from them.
(b) Try to impersonate one of the ends to the other.
(c) Retrieve the passwords that are used for authentica-

tion in each protocol.

Each goal is at the same time a security requirement for
the corresponding protocol or client. The more attacks a
protocol/client can resist, the more secure is considered.
This naturally leads to a classification of the protocols in
question in terms of security.

The basic attacking scenario for testing and evaluat-
ing the security of IMs is the Man-in-the-Middle attack
(MiM). In this scenario a malicious user (attacker) is able
to intercept the communication between two legitimate
ends by monitoring packets (passive attack) or even imper-
sonate one user to the other by modifying packets (active
attack). In order to mount this attack, we use ettercap as
our main sniffing tool as well as VMware to create a vir-
tual environment to test some of the IMs and Wireshark
(ethereal) for a more detailed analysis of the monitored
packets.

In devising these attacks, we are able to test security
policies that are directly incident to the aforementioned se-
curity requirements such as authentication on login, traffic
encryption as well as correct implementations of these poli-
cies by the clients. Our findings are somewhat surprising.
In the majority of IMs clients the traffic is unencrypted. In
most of these latter clients, we were also able to steal users’
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passwords. Surprisingly there are some clients for which
stealing a password (by sending fake SSL certificates) re-
quires less effort than decrypting the traffic. Finally, there
are some pairs (client, protocol) for which we were unable
to find any serious security flow (i.e. Skype and Jabber
when implemented by gtalk and kopete clients).

Roadmap: In section 2 we provide some backround on the
Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) and two techniques
(DNS spoofing and SSL attacks) that are widely used af-
terwards. In section 3 we review our attack scenarios.
In section 4 we describe in brief the deployed methodol-
ogy in testing and evaluating the security of IMs. The
main results for each client/protocol are presented in sec-
tion 5. Section 6 explores possible countermeasures that
can mitigate the effect of the attacks while section 7 gives
a quick overview of Skype which appears to be a paradigm
in terms of security. We close the survey by presenting our
conclusions and suggesting future directions in section 8.

2 Basics

In this section we give some background that is necessary
in order to present the attacks against IMs.

2.1 Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)

Each computer connected to an IP/Ethernet LAN has
two addresses. One is the Media Access Control (MAC)
address which is unique, unchangeable and is stored on
the network card. The second is the IP address which
is unique for each computer connected to the internet at
any given time but not necessarily unchangeable. In order
for a packet to be delivered, both addresses are required.
However, whenever a host A wants to send a packet to a
host B, A only knows B’s IP but not his MAC address.

This is the point where the Address Resolution Protocol
(ARP) comes into the play. ARP maps IP addresses to
MAC addresses by sending out “ARP requests”. When-
ever host A wants to send packets to IP a.b.c.d residing in
the same local network, ARP (on behalf of A) broadcasts
an ARP request “Who has IP a.b.c.d?”. Each computer in
the LAN examines the request, checks if the requested IP
matches their own IP and if yes they send an ARP reply
“I have IP a.b.c.d and my MAC address is U:V:W:X:Y:Z”.
Even if A wants to send packets outside the local network,
A still needs a MAC addres, in this case, the address of
the next router (gateway) that will forward the packet to
the internet. The router takes care of everything else.

Since broadcasting an ARP request for every packet and
waiting for the response before sending data would be very
expensive, operating systems keep a cache of ARP replies,
known as ARP table or ARP cache that contains pairs of
associated IP, MAC addresses. When A wants to send a
packet to IP a.b.c.d first checks whether this IP is already
associated to a MAC address inside A’s ARP cache. If
yes, A uses the associated MAC to send the packets to
the IP address. Otherwise it broadcasts an ARP request.

Figure 1: ARP request ans ARP reply

Likewise, whenever A (or any other host) receives an ARP
reply, it updates its ARP with the new(IP,MAC) pair.
Figure 1 explains ARP graphically.

ARP Poisoning. ARP Poisoning is the method deployed
by an attacker in order to update a target’s ARP cache
with a forged entry. Using ARP poisoning, an attacker can
send forged ARP requests and replies and fool a target into
sending packets destined for Host A to the attacker. This
kind of attack is made possible by the way ARP works.
In particular, ARP is a stateless protocol and hence most
operating systems will update their cache upon receiving
a reply regardless of whether there was a corresponding
request previously broadcasted.

MiM Attacks.ARP poisoning is the core of the Man
in the Middle attacks (MiM) in local networks. MiM
uses ARP poisoning as follows. Consider two hosts (tar-
gets) T1, T2 and an attacker X with IPs and MACs
(IPT1 , MACT1), (IPT2 , MACT2) and (IPX , MACX) re-
spectively. X sends an ARP reply (without even being re-
quested) to T1 saying “My (IP,MAC) is (IPT2 , MACX)”.
Likewise X also sends an ARP reply to T2 saying “My
(IP,MAC) is (IPT1 , MACX)”. In that way, X poisons the
T1’s and T2’s caches and whenever they want to send a
packet to each other they actually send it to X. X can
then either view the packets and forward them unaltered
(passive attack) or even modify them (active attack).

The above attack can be even more devastating when-
ever the attacker poisons the (IProuter, MACrouter) entry
of a host’s ARP cache. This enables the attacker to per-
form a MiM on a target computer and the LAN’s router
and intercept every single packet sent to the outer internet
through the gateway.

2.2 DNS Spoofing

DNS Spoofing is a technique used tc convince a host that a
URL points to an IP different than the one it was supposed
to point to. There are two different ways to conduct this
attack.

The first one, called DNS Cache Poisoning, is performed
directly on DNS servers. It is based on the fact that a
DNS Server has the records only for the machines of the
domain under its authority. When it needs to know about
machines out of its domain, it has to send a request to
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the DNS Server which handles these machines. Then it
stores in its cache the replies returned by the DNS server.
The problem lies on the fact that these replies can contain
records that were never requested. Still, the sender of the
request will update his cache with these new values.

The second one, called DNS ID Spoofing, is a simple
Man-in-the-Middle attack which can be conducted easily
in a LAN. It is enough to intercept the DNS requests on
the fly and send back fake replies with the IP addresses of
our choice.

2.3 SSL Attack

The Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is a commonly-used pro-
tocol for managing the security of a message transmission
on the Internet. SSL uses the public-and-private key en-
cryption system from RSA, and the keys are exchanged
by using a digital certificate sent by the server. A sim-
ple SSL attack is the following: a man-in-the-middle is
doing the SSL negotiation with the legitimate server us-
ing its keys, and the victim is doing SSL negotiation with
the man-in-the-middle using the man-in-the-middle’s key
(which it thinks is the legitimate server’s key). As far as
both parties are concerned, they are talking securely with
each other. Since the man-in-the-middle is proposing a
fake certificate for the client, the client may get a security
warning when this certificate is used but (1) most users
cannot see the difference between an authentic certificate
and a fake certificate; and (2) in our study most of the
unofficial IMs client do not check for the authenticity of
the certificate.

3 Attack Scenarios

In this section we will present three attack scenarios. In
all the scenarios client C (Celine) wants to have a legiti-
mate connection with server S (Steve). E (Eve) will be the
eavesdroper. We will discuss the requirements to mount
each attack and the issues it poses during authentication
and exchange traffic - messages phases.

3.1 Passive - Sniffing

In this scenario Eve sniffs the traffic without altering
it. She is required to have access to the communication
medium. In most cases this is easy, every node in the
same hub for wired subnets or channel for wireless sub-
nets can be a potential sniffer. Eve can also mount this
attack by controlling any intermediary node in the path
between Celine and Steve.

The authentication phase is only compromised if the
password is sent as plaintext or xor-ed on an unencrypted
connection. However, as the traffic phase is usually un-
encrypted this technique is really useful. By controlling a
single node in a subnet as Celine, Eve can filter the traffic
for the information she desires. Whereas if Eve compro-
mises a gateway she can easily create surveillance systems

ranging from small subnets to countries. The main advan-
tage of this attack is that it is practically undetectable.

3.2 Active - Man in the Middle

In this scenario Eve establishes two distinct connections
one with Celine and one with Steve. By forwarding pack-
ets from one connection to the other, she creates the il-
lusion that Celine and Steve share a direct connection.
To establish such an attack Eve must be an intermediary
node of the communication. However, even nodes in the
same subnet can use ARP attack and become potentially
intermediary nodes.

In this scenario Eve has some new tricks. She can inter-
cept SSL connections, and she can impersonate Celine or
Steve by creating fake messages. If SSL is the only means
of protecting authentication Eve can get the password.
What is more, any other means of protection that is not
of challenge-response type, is vulnerable to replay attack.
On the exchange traffic phase, Eve can filter SSL traffic
and get easier the information she wants with imperson-
ation. In the surveillance model we can ban certain kinds
of traffic. This attack is much more powerful, however
ARP attack and especially SSL attacks are detectable.

3.3 Fake server

In our last scenario Eve will try to take the place of Steve.
Eve will use a DNS attack to succeed in taking Steve’s
place and will provide Celine with a fake server. This
server will implement only the authentication phase.

Eve’s goal here is only stealing the password. Eve has
a number of advantages now. As long as Eve can do DNS
spoofing, she doesn’t need to be an intermediary node.
What is more, she can even attack a challenge-response
system. The idea is to give challenges that correspond to
responses that can reveal the password. However if the
system is cryptographically secure, there is nothing that
she can do.

4 Methodology

Deploying such attacks in real networks, even in a limited
scale, could be both dangerous and illegal. We decided
to create small virtual networks and deploy toy attacks
there. We discuss the tools we used and how we used
them to deploy the attacks. In the last subsection we
discuss the limitations that arise from trying the attacks
in an artificial, small scale environment.

4.1 Setting, tools

The attacks were tried in our local private subnet. We had
connection with the internet through a standard router
with NAT. We used a number of machines in our exper-
iments virtually and not including Linux, Windows and
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Mac OSX systems. The virtual machines were created
using VMware.

For sniffing we used Ettercap and Wireshark. Etter-
cap is an attack oriented sniffer. Among its abilities are
DNS spoofing, ARP attack, fake SSL attacks, and pass-
word stealing for a number of protocols. Wireshark on the
other hand is a professional sniffer, used by administrators
to analyze traffic. Wireshark has a very user friendly inter-
face and dissectors for almost any known protocol. Wire-
shark helped us not only to understand the IM protocols,
but also to analyze how ettercap deploys its attacks. We
have also used ejabberd, a popular jabber server to create
our fake talk.google.com server.

4.2 Deploying the attacks

Sniffer attacks were deployed by just running Wireshark
in one of the machines of our subnet, and analyzing the
traffic. The excellent dissector of Wireshark was enough
to easily identify the packets and the specific parts of them
that included useful information. For example, Wireshark
identified the part of the ICQ authentication packet that
contained the xored password.

Man in the Middle attacks were deployed by running
Ettercap and arp-poisoning every machine in our subnet.
Ettercap would automatically give fake SSL certificates in
every SSL connection and would filter the traffic for id and
password fields (password=“xxxx” etc...).

We used fake server attack only for google talk. We
installed ejabberd in a machine in our local network and
used ettercap to do DNS spoofing.

4.3 Limitations

Unfortunately our methodology limits the outcomes of our
tests . An interesting aspect is how easily one can do the
“detectable” attacks without being detected. Although
we’ve seen that many clients accept fake SSL certificates,
not all of them do. Questions that arise are: Can we
identify with whom clients we are speaking before we give
fake SSL certificate? if we cannot, will the users that have
valid clients report that someone gives fake SSL certifi-
cates? Other unanswered questions are how secure are
common subnets in ARP attack or how secure are DNS
servers by rogue DNS servers?

We were also unable to answer how many users use bro-
ken clients, how easy it is by impersonating someone to get
sensitive information and many other similar questions.
Unfortunately, in order to answer this kind of questions in
a convincing way, we should break the legal barrier.

5 Subverting the Protocols

In this section we present our results. We will discuss
the authentication and text message exchange phase. For
each protocol we consider its more recent version (which
will normally be what the officially client uses) as well as

its less secure variant that is still supporter (which is sadly
what the third-party clients use).

5.1 MSN Messenger

The authentication in the current version is performed
through SSL and is a challenge-response system using
MD5 hashing. As a result, even if the client accepts a
fake SSL certificate, the attacker cannot steal the pass-
word. However, it still supports the older authentication
method which is sending the password through SSL. Inter-
estingly enough, most third party clients implement this
version and accept fake SSL certificates and as a result
password stealing is easy by MiM or Fake server attacks.

Messages are practically exchanged in plaintext and
even with simple sniffing we get all the information we
want. Once the connection is established, impersonation
is also easy. With MiM we can drop packets and create our
own, the only protection is an increasing MSN command
number that should increase by one for each command.

5.2 Yahoo! Messenger

Yahoo! Messenger was one of the first to support hash-
ing of the password. However the first version did not use
challenge response and although it was hard to get the
password you could do a replay attack. The current pro-
tocol, as well as the protocols that all the clients use, are
challenge response and as a result authentication is secure.

Although authentication is secure, Yahoo! is one of the
protocols that does not encrypt its traffic and as a result
it is as easy to filter and impersonate as MSN.

5.3 Jabber (Gtalk)

Google talk uses Jabber protocol. Jabber authentication
can be either challenge response using hashing of the pass-
word or plaintext and the connection can be either unen-
crypted or TSL (successor of SSL). It is worth mentioning
that here all the session is encrypted, not just the authen-
tication phase. The google jabber server (talk.google.com)
forces TSL connection and interestingly does not sup-
port challenge response authentication. This choice makes
sense for the official google talk client, as it correctly checks
the certificate and what is more it starts the authentica-
tion using the call back technique. (Opens a port to the
server closes it, and then the server starts a new connec-
tion). However third party clients that stick to the jabber
protocol do not use call-back, and might accept other cer-
tificates. By using fake server attack we had every third
party client except kopete to connect and authenticate to
our Jabber server and as a result give away the passwords.

As we mentioned earlier google talk forces TSL during
the exchange messages phase. If you actually connect to
the official google talk jabber server your messages are
secure.
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5.4 OSCAR (ICQ-AIM)

Oscar is the protocol introduced by ICQ. When AOL ac-
quired ICQ, AIM started also using OSCAR. The au-
thentication in the original protocol used in ICQ was just
Xor-ing with a constant matrix, as a result you can still
the password even using a sniffer. AOL introduced a
challenge response authentication scheme in OSCAR. Al-
though both AIM and ICQ official clients use secure au-
thentication, only AIMs server force it. ICQ servers still
support xored passwords and interestingly enough this is
what third party clients use.

As far as messages are concerned, Oscar is plaintext or
markup-text (like HTML) format. As a result the traffic
is insecure. However the latest official AIM clients run the
whole protocol over an SSL connection and as a result are
safe.

5.5 Summary of the Results

Figures 2 and 3 show concisely the results for protocols
and clients respectively. We have observer two main prob-
lems. The first one is that many third party clients accept
fake SSL certificates without showing warnings (kopete is
an exception, and pidgin offers the option of storing SSL
certificates, but does not come bandled with them). We
haven’t done much research on why this is happening. We
suppose that some SSL library is used and we suppose
that checking the authenticity of the certificate should be
hardcoded. We are curious on weather this is due to bad
design of the libraries, the clients or perhaps both.

Another observation is that although the current ver-
sions of more protocols are quite secure (at least in
terms of authentication), the official servers still support
older less secure versions. If the protocols did support
only challenge-response authentication, password retrieval
wouldn’t be possible even if the client accepts fake SSL cer-
tificates. Two questions are naturally posed: Why do the
providers still support the older broken versions? We sup-
pose that the answer is for backward compatibility. They
might force using the current secure version of their client.
However these tend to be bloated with new features, and
older machines might not be able to run them. The sec-
ond question is: Why the third party clients still use them?
We have to take into account that, with the exception of
google talk the uses jabber, every other protocol is propri-
etary. As a result third party clients many times have to
reverse engineer the protocol. And reverse engineering a
challenge response system is hard. In the cases that the
protocol is known, we suppose that the developers focus
on adding new functionality rather than security.

6 Countermeasures

In this section, we describe some of the countermeasures
that might mitigate the effect of the aforementioned at-
tacks. We divide the countermeasures into two cate-
gories: those that help preventing or detecting ARP at-

Figure 2: Evaluation of protocols
Green Challenge Response Red Xored password
Yellow Only SSL, might get compromised

Figure 3: Evaluation of clients
Green Secure Orange Unencrypted msg
Magenda Pass stealing Black Not supported
Red Unencrypted msg+ Pass stealing

tacks (which lie in the heart of the attacks against IMs
as described above) and those that make communication
through IMs more secure.

6.1 Protecting Against ARP Attacks

Protecting against ARP attacks is an inherently hard
problem because of mainly two reasons. First the attacks
are internal which makes both detecting and protecting
harder than external attacks. Second, most of the attacks
exploit the very way ARP functions, namely, it is stateless
and doesn’t check whether an ARP reply corresponds to
an earlier ARP request. The countermeasures we present
here mainly fall within the detection (rather than the pro-
tection) category and therefore we only touch on some of
them. For a more detailed description the reader is re-
ferred to [5], [2] and [9].

The most effective technique for protecting against ARP
attack is using static ARP entries. In that case any
spoofed ARP replies are ignored. However, deploying
these static tables and updating them, involves enormous
effort that renders them impractical for most LANs. In-
stead, this method can be partially deployed to protect
critical machines (routers, servers). Another possible pre-
caution is to keep public terminals on a separate LAN from
the staff workstations and servers.
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Apart from the techniques mentioned above, there are
also some software tools available that help detecting ARP
poisoning in your local network.Arpwatch is an open source
tool for Unix platforms that listens for ARP replies on the
network. Arpwatch reads all ARP packets and builds a ta-
ble of IP/MAC associations and stores them in a file. If a
pair (IP,MAC) in any subsequent packet fails to match pre-
viously stored entries, Arpwatch mails an alert to the ad-
ministrator. The main drawback of Arpwatch is that it will
return a large number of false positives in environments
where dynamic IP addressing is massively present.ARP-
Guard forms an active protection shield against internal
ARP attacks. It constantly analyzes all ARP messages,
sends out appropriate alerts in real-time and identifies the
source of the attack. It can also be configured not only
to raise an alarm, if an ARP attack has been sensed, but
even to automatically defend against the attacker.RARP
(Reverse ARP) requests the IP address of a known MAC
Address. Sending RARP requests for all MAC addresses
on the network could determine whether multiple replies
are received for a single MAC address thus detecting ARP
poisoning attempts.

6.2 Choosing and Configuring IMs

On top of detecting ARP poisoning in your local network,
a very important step in securing your communication is
choosing a secure IM. To that end, we believe that our sur-
vey can be used as a guide for such a selection. There are
also some protocols and clients (such as jabber) that can
be made secure by configuring and modifying the “less se-
cure” default options. Still, we emphasize that, even after
all these countermeasures, by no means should a user use
IMs to give out sensitive personal information (passwords)
or financial credentials (credit card, account numbers).

7 Skype

Skype is a proprietary VoIP and IM system developed by
Skype Technologies S.A. After investigating several IMs,
it seems that, in terms of security, Skype protocol/client
is superior to its main competitors and therefore deserves
a separate section in this survey. However, it should be
noted that many of the details of the implementations of
Skype are secret and therefore one should be conservative
when evaluating Skype’s security.

This section is not meant to be a detailed description of
how skype deploys security techniques. Rather, the goal
is to present in brief the structure of Skype network as
well as the security approach taken by Skype. This might
possibly serve as a paradigm for the development of new
IMs or the enhancement of the existing ones. For a more
detailed description of skype, the reader is referred to See
[1], [4] and [8]. Also, an excellent low level presentation
can be found in [3].

7.1 Network Structure

Skype is mainly a peer-to-peer network which nevertheless
makes use of some client-server features. There are three
main entities in Skype network
(i) ordinary nodes: Every freshly installed Skype client

is initially an ordinary node. Ordinary nodes do not
participate in auxiliary activities for Skype peer-to-
peer network, they merely place and receive calls and
messages.

(ii) super nodes: Just like ordinary nodes, super nodes
are hosts running Skype client software. However,
super nodes have been tested by the Skype network
to be able to provide assistance to ordinary nodes.
These nodes serve mainly in two ways. First, they are
used as auxiliary nodes (mediators) in order for ordi-
nary nodes that are behind firewalls or NATs to be
reachable from the public Internet. Secondly, Skype
uses this nodes to share functions among the peers in-
stead of centralizing them to one main server. Super
nodes have enough processing power, adequate net-
work bandwidth capacity, reachability on the public
Internet, and they are frequently on-line.

(iii) central servers: Some of the functions need to be cen-
tralized. Central server is used as a registration and
certificate authority. In fact, there are multiple cen-
tral servers, for scalability reasons, and on the other
hand, they are specialized to do different tasks.

7.2 Security Goals and Methods

Some of the main security goals of Skype are privacy, au-
thenticity and integrity. To achieve these goals, Skype
deploys the following security policies
(a) Skype usernames are unique.
(b) Skype entities must present a Skype username and

its associated authentication credential they exercise
their privileges.

(c) Each end must provide (and be provided by) the other
with proof of its username and privileges before the
establishment of a Skype session.

(d) All messages transmitted through a Skype session
(including text, video, files etc) are encrypted from
Skype-end to Skype-end.

7.3 Skype Phases and Cryptography

We finish our brief description of Skype by giving an
overview of the cryptographic methods used during the
three main phases of Skype usage.
(1) Registration: The central cryptographic secret in

Skype is the Central Servers private signing key, SS .
The corresponding public verification key, VS , and an
identifier for the key pair are installed in every Skype
client at build time. The first step for using skype is
user registration. The users client generates an RSA
key pair, (SA and VA). The private signing key, SA,
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and a hash of the password, H(PA), are stored as
securely as possible on the user platform. The client
next establishes a 256-bit AES-encrypted session with
the Central Server.

(2) Peer-to-peer Key agreement: Whenever A wants to
communicate with B (for the first time) a new ses-
sion is established and provided with its own 256-bit
session key, SKAB . To establish the session, A and
B engage in a key-agreement protocol during which,
among other things, they check for freshness, verify
each others identity, and agree on SKAB .This session
will exist so long as there is traffic in either direction
between A and B, and for some fixed time afterwards.
After the session is over, the SK is retained in memory
until the client is closed, at which time it is zeroed.

(3) All traffic in a session is encrypted by XORing the
plaintext with key stream generated by 256-bit AES
running in integer counter mode (ICM). The key used
is SKAB .

8 Conclusions

We have presented several attacks against today’s most
popular Intstant Messengers. These attacks are simple in
that they require basic networks and security knowledge
and a simple sniffing tool like ettercap. Goals such as
plaintext recovery, impersonation or even password steal-
ing can be achieved within a few minutes for many proto-
cols and clients. We believe that our study can serve as a
classification of the existing IMs and as a warning on IM
usage. We have also suggested some countermeasures that
might mitigate the effects of the aforementioned attacks.
Finally we briefly presented Skype as a paradigm of well-
deployed cryptography in the context of instant messaging
and peer-to-peer systems.

As directions for future research, it would be nice to
study the implications and the potential consequences of
the vulnerabilities studied. For example, how easy would
be to get sensitive information by impersonating some-
one? These would imply testing the attacks in networks
of much larger size than that studied in this paper (due to
legalistic restrictions). Another interesting problem would
be to look at is whether we can attack more sophisticated
(in terms of security) IMs such as Skype and or Off The
Record extension. Are the methods deployed in the latter
sufficient to provide security guarantees?
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